
NOCATEE GUIDE
Love where you live

Our take on each Nocatee

neighborhood and what this amazing

community has to offer.



This E-Book is intended to provide our perspective on Nocatee and

give the reader a high-level look at the unique features of each

neighborhood.

This book is solely the opinions of the authors and the residents who

provided input and feedback. 

We hope you enjoy this book. If you have any questions please contact

us at john@lovethefloridalife.com or andrea@lovethefloridalife.com or

by cell phone, (609) 335-2186 or (859) 494-0024.

Welcome to the Nocatee Community Guide

Insider Info
Most of Nocatee neighborhoods

are located in St. Johns County, but

a few are in Duval County. This is

important to consider when looking

at school districts. Nocatee has

three schools (Kindergarten to 8th

grade) surrounding the community.



Important to Know

Nocatee is an unincorporated master-

planned community in Northeast Florida.

Roughly 85% of Nocatee is in St. Johns

County and 15% in Duval County.

Nocatee was named the number one

place to live in Florida in 2020.

Each neighborhood in Nocatee has its

own HOA. Each HOA makes its own rules

and the rules vary depending on the

neighborhood. Here is a link to the HOA

for each Nocatee neighborhood.

1.

2.

3.

Nocatee is governed via a CDD. A CDD is

a local, special-purpose government

framework authorized by Chapter 190 of

the Florida Statutes as amended, and is

an alternative to municipal incorporation

for managing and financing infrastructure

required to support the development of a

community. Each Nocatee homeowner

pays an annual CDD fee. The CDD fee

varies based on lot size and the balance

is paid off over time.

Nocatee was ranked the #1 place to live in Florida
according to Newsweek Magazine!
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One of the biggest draw to the Nocatee neighborhoods is the

resident access to the wide range of amenities. These include

entertainment and excersise for the entire family. 

In addition to pools, there is also the greenway trails, fitness center,

kayak launch, numerous neighborhood parks, basketball, pickleball,

tennis, and beach volleyball courts, & much more!

Nocatee Amenities

Fun in the Sun
Nocatee has two main

waterparks, Splash and Spray.

You will find a lazy river, lagoon

pools, numerous water slides, an

adults only pool, and splash pad.

Nocatee also has neighborhood

pools and a lap pool for

residents to enjoy. 



Listed below is a brief description of each one of the 40+

neighborhoods in Nocatee. Every neighborhood in Nocatee is special,

and each has its own endearing qualities. We have included our own

personal reflections of each location and a special comment from

residents of each neighborhood. 

We will begin with neighbors located within St. Johns County.

Insider Info

Nocatee Neighborhoods

Many residents own an

electric golf cart as all

locations in Nocatee are

assessable by golf cart.

From picking kids up at

school, heading to the

grocery story, pool, or out to

dinner, it is a fun way to

travel!



Town Center Neighborhoods
Town Center is the collection of communities

located directly behind and adjacent to the Town

Center Commercial center at the heart of Nocatee.

This set of neighborhoods include The Enclave,

Sienna, Addison Park, Daniel Park, Lakeside, and the

newest addition, West End at Town Center.

 
Town Center has

something for
everyone and is a
great place to call
home. Each of the

Town Center
communities has a

unique vibe and
the houses in each
community share
different design

elements. 
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Sienna
Sienna features a classic Mediterranean-

style home with beautiful clay shingles and

olive and brown tone exteriors. Sienna is a

diverse community of young families and

empty nesters. The diverse homeowners

provide a melting pot of lifestyles, but all of

which share an abundance of joy and

gratitude for the beauty of their

neighborhood.  Our favorite part about

Sienna is the unique style and architecture

of the homes. 

“I love the architecture of the
homes. I get inspired taking my
dog on walks down our streets.
I love the Mediterranean colors
and styles of the homes. I also

enjoy the proximity to the
restaurants.”

Casey

Addison Park
Nestled nicely between Sienna and Daniel Park and

encompassing the main park attraction of Town

Center, also named Addison Park, Addison Park

features quiet streets and well-manicured lawns with

coastal and beach themes. Addison Park homes are

full of character and bright colors that make the short

six miles away from the beach feel much closer. Our

favorite thing about Addison Park is the proximity to

Addison Park and the joy and laughter of the

neighborhood children playing tag or swinging on the

swings. Grab a cool drink and enjoy the evening as

your children laugh and play with friends!

“We love Addison Park
because of the quiet

streets and community
atmosphere. We love
sitting on our front
porch and watching
our neighbors walk

their dogs, or the kids
playing. The laughing
of the children brings
me so much peace.”

Kelly



The Enclave
The Enclave is the easternmost community in Town Center, and the closest

one to the water parks, businesses, and restaurants. The Enclave is a mix of

patio homes and small to midsize homes, perfect for those looking for 2 to 3

bedrooms. The secluded streets of The Enclave are perfect for late-night

walks and early morning strolls. 

“We love The Enclave because of its proximity to the
amenities and shops. Our kids love riding their bikes

to get ice cream.”
- Jackie

 Our favorite part about
The Enclave is the

proximity to the water
parks and to the

shopping of Town
Center. 



Daniel Park
Daniel Park is a secluded oval of patio,

mid-sized, and larger homes. It’s a quiet

neighborhood with beautiful strips of open

grass and communal seating. Daniel Park is

great for growing families or for the empty

nester looking for a quieter street that still

provides the convenience of Town Center

living. Our favorite part about Daniel Park is

the smooth asphalt for a nice bike ride and

the limited traffic.

“Daniel Park was perfect for us.
We are retired and wanted to
live close to the amenities and

restaurants, but also have some
space away from the hustle and
bustle of Town Center living.

We have a nice home that
serves our needs well.”

Gregory

Lakeside We love Lakeside!! We’ll admit it, we are a bit biased

on this one (disclaimer: We live in Lakeside). Lakeside

includes the northwest quadrant of homes in the

Town Center collection. Lakeside homes include “old

Florida” style colors and simple yet beautiful

architecture and big front porches. Lakeside includes

Lakely Park and a majestic view of the biggest lake in

Nocatee. The dock provides a great location for

family-friendly fishing and the occasional gator

sighting. Lakeside is perfect for your growing family.

Our favorite part of Lakeside is the connection and

camaraderie of the neighbors.

“We love the
neighborly feel of

Lakeside. There is a
real friendship amongst
those on our street and

our kids love playing
with the neighbors.

There is always
something to do and

our kids love the
proximity to the pools,

playgrounds, and
restaurants.”

Andrea



West End at Town Center
This neighborhood is currently in construction. The homes are being

built by David Weekly and Providence. This neighborhood

encompasses all of the advantages of Town Center living. The

proximity to the YMCA and the new park and playground make this

a great option for those looking to build.

On one end of the neighborhood is a section of 1 and 2-story villas

and townhomes. Some will have lakefront views and all will be

closer to the YMCA and Lakely Park. 

"We love the convenience of
West End to the pools and
Town Center. It has quiet
streets for walks and bike

rides and a great
playground for my kids. It
also is a short walk to the

YMCA."
 James
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Willowcove
Willow Cove is located just south of Town Center. This secluded community

includes townhomes and mid to large-size homes with large and meticulously

landscaped yards. There is a big playground and many lakes with aesthetic views

of open water and fountains. Many of the houses are up against the beautiful

Nocatee preserve and offer privacy not found in many large master-planned

communities. Willow Cove was one of the first sold-out communities and has aged

incredibly well. The large trees lining the roads and mature landscapes make this

community feel warm and friendly. Willow Cove is a great place for all

backgrounds as it includes lower-priced townhomes and large (3,500+ square

foot) homes. Our favorite part about Willow Cove is the proximity to the

Greenway Trails and Nocatee Community Park. There is a trail entrance at the

southern tip of the community. In Willow Cove, you are only footsteps away from a

beautiful walk in the woods!

Tidewater
Tidewater includes a large condominium building and

an assortment of townhomes. Tidewater offers

maintenance-free living and its own community pool.

As a gated community, Tidewater provides extra

seclusion for those looking for privacy or quiet streets.

Tidewater offers unparalleled proximity to the

Nocatee water parks, basketball, pickleball, and

volleyball courts. My favorite part about Tidewater is

the maintenance-free living and proximity to Town

Center and water parks!

“We love Tidewater
because we do not
have to do any lawn
care or maintenance!

We moved to Florida to
relax and enjoy the fun

and sun!”
Kevin

“My favorite part about living in Willow Cove is the ability to get to the
greenway trails. We are only a half-mile away from the Florida nature I grew

up with. I enjoy taking my kids on a bike ride to the playground.”
Brandon



Greenleaf, Austin Park, &
Woodland Park
Greenleaf and Austin Park neighborhoods are the

westernmost neighborhoods in Nocatee and were a

few of the first developments to complete

construction. This is evident due to the mature

landscape and character that are present in the

neighborhoods. Both communities have a mix of

homestyles and include something for everyone.

Woodland
Park was
recently

announced
as a new

addition to
Nocatee and

ground
breaking
began in
summer
2022. 
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Greenleaf Lakes
Greenleaf Lakes is the section of Greenleaf

that is East of Greenleaf drive. Is a mix of

homes ranging from 1,800 to 3,000+ square

feet. As Greenleaf was completed early on

in the development of Nocatee many

Greenleaf residents have seen the

development of Nocatee first hand. As a

result, there are quite a few “older” kids in

the area. Our favorite part about

Greenleaf Lakes is the playground. Our kids

absolutely love to venture to the different

playgrounds in Nocatee!

“We love where we live because
of the ability to live in Nocatee
and enjoy all of the amenities
but also feel far enough away

from the amenities and glamour
that we can enjoy some peace

and quiet.”
Gabe

Greenleaf Village

Greenleaf Village is the larger section of Greenleaf

that is West of the main entrance and includes Valley

Ridge Academy (K to 8 primary schools) and the

larger Greenleaf Park. Greenleaf Park is a great

place to walk the dog or take the kids for a game of

soccer or tag. There is also a back entrance to US 1

which provides quick access to points north and

south. The dog park in Greenleaf Village is perfect

for dogs of all sizes. Our favorite part of Greenleaf

Village is driving our golf cart around during

Christmas and looking at all of the well-lit and

decorated homes!

“We love where we live
because of the

community. Our
neighbors are amazing.

We throw impromptu
cookouts, firepit

nights, and kids get-
togethers all of the

time! I never imagined I
could be as close to my
neighbors as I am with

mine now.”
Jeff
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Greenleaf Preserve
Greenleaf Preserve is the northernmost neighborhood in the Greenleaf area and is

secluded by a manual gate. The gated community has only one, long street. Our

favorite part of Greenleaf Preserve is the architecture of the homes. Not only are

they on the larger side, but they are also beautiful!

Austin Park
Austin Park is south of Greenleaf Village and is one of

the smaller neighborhoods in Nocatee. The mature

trees give the neighborhood a grown-in feel, and the

landscaping gives the home’s character. We enjoy

riding our bikes through Austin Park and the feeling of

stepping away from the “new construction” and into

an established and well-maintained community. Our

favorite part about Austin Park is the proximity to US1

and Route 210 and I-95.

“We moved to Austin
Park because we didn’t
want to deal with new
construction and the

hassles and headaches
that go along with

construction crews. We
love the mature look of

the neighborhood.”
Matt

“We love where we live. We love Greenleaf and our proximity to VRA. My
favorite part about living here is taking my kids to school on the golf cart.”

A.S.

Woodland Park
This new neighborhood will be selling two story townhomes beginning in

summer 2022. Woodland Park will be just outside of Austin Park and

across the street from Valley Ridge Academy, the kindergarten through

8th grade school. Residents will also have easy access to Route 1 and

Highway 210 just outside of Nocatee. 



Kelly Point, The Palms
Townhomes, & Oakwood
These three neighborhoods are all north of

Nocatee's Town Center, Oakwood, being the

newest.
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Oakwood
The recently developed Oakwood at Nocatee is a

collection of high-end townhomes built by Toll Brothers.

The location is ideally situated between the Twenty Mile

Neighborhoods and Kelly Point. This provides easy access

to Twenty Mile amenities and the golf cart path through

Kelly Point to Nocatee’s Town Center. 



Kelly Point
Kelly Point is inside the “Big Loop” on the

Northern edge of Nocatee. The entrance is

off of Valley Ridge Boulevard. The homes in

Kelly Point range in size from around 2,000

square feet up to 3,500+. There are two

smaller playgrounds and some of the

homes back up to a lake. The tight-knit

community and kind people make this one

of my favorite neighborhoods. Our favorite

part about Kelly Point is running from Town

Center through Kelly Point and back via the

golf cart path. We always see a friendly

neighbor!

“We love our neighbors! Kelly
Point is like its own little city
where everyone looks out for

one another. We get the
benefits of Town Center, via the
bike path, but also have bigger
yards and it's a little quieter. It

is the best!”
Lauren

The Palms Townhomes

The Palms Townhomes are a collection of

townhomes in Northern Nocatee just off of Valley

Ridge Boulevard. The townhomes are on average

around 2,000 square feet and provide a great

lifestyle option for many people. For those looking

to rent while they get acclimated to the area, the

Palms Townhomes are a great option. Rental

options are in high demand so it is best to hire

help or keep an active eye on availability. We can

help with rentals as well, so let us know if you are

interested in Nocatee's rental market. Our favorite

part of the Palms Townhomes is the bright blue

color of the buildings.

“We bought our
Townhome back in

2017 with the intention
of turning it into a
rental property in a

year or so. We love the
area so much we

decided to stay. We are
thankful for the

proximity to the Twenty
Mile pool and

clubhouse as well as the
new YMCA.”

Dennis



The Twenty Mile Communities
Twenty Mile is the collection of ten neighborhoods on the

Northeast corner of Nocatee. An eleventh community, River

Landing, will begin pre-sale in the near future.

Twenty Mile got its name for its equidistant location between

Jacksonville and St. Augustine.

While each Twenty Mile neighborhood has its own HOA, it is very

much united as one in regards to how it is viewed by residents.

There is great pride in living in Twenty Mile, and the pride is

certainly understood.

Twenty Mile is beautiful. There is a main thoroughfare, Twenty Mile

Road, that is often accompanied by a mix of runners, walkers,

cyclists, and golf carts. 

Photo from: blog.nocatee.com

Twenty Mile is
an active

community with
numerous

playgrounds, a
large pool

complex, a dog
park, and

plentiful views
of the best of

Florida’s nature.



Twenty Mile Village
Twenty Mile Village is the first community

you will come to when entering via the

main entrance. The neighborhood is on your

left and the brick road entryway welcomes

you to an old Florida feel and nostalgia.

Twenty Mile Village is home to Twenty Mile

pool and a huge playground and dog park.

There is a mix of large homes to patio

homes and its residents vary in age and

lifestyle situation. Our favorite part about

Twenty Mile Village is the Twenty Mile pool.

It is a great spot for some relaxing reading

or lap swimming.

“We fell in love with Twenty Mile
Village at first sight. Our
proximity to the pool and

access to the playground and
recreation field are great for

our young family. We love being
a part of this community.”

Elizabeth

The Pointe at Twenty Mile

The Pointe is a smaller neighborhood on the

Northside of Twenty Mile Rd. The home and lot

sizes vary but the style of the homes is consistent

with the other Twenty Mile neighborhoods. There

are two roads in The Pointe, Signature Dr. and

Legacy Crossing Dr. Our favorite part about The

Pointe is the golf cart path connecting it to

Twenty Mile Village. It takes you around a large

pond and through some very cool Florida wildlife. 

“We love taking the golf
cart to Palm Valley

Academy! Our whole
family rides in the golf
cart, even in the winter
months. The golf cart
rides bring all of us

together and make going
to school enjoyable and

stress-free! Well, kind of
stress-free… We love it

all!”
Ginger



The Island at Twenty Mile
The Island at Twenty Mile is a gated community on the Southside of Twenty Mile

Rd. The homes are on the larger side for Nocatee and the wood gate entry offers

a very distinguished and secluded feel. Our favorite part about The Island is the

wood gate and water view at the entryway.

The Crossing at Twenty Mile
The Crossing is the neighborhood closest

to Palm Valley Academy. On a school

morning, there is an abundance of joy as

the kids make their way to school. There

are bikers, walkers, and families on golf

carts making their way to school. The

Crossing truly lives up to the Nocatee

motto of “Live the Lifestyle.” Twenty Mile

pool is a short golf cart ride away, as are

the other Nocatee amenities. There is a

smaller playground within The Crossing

and Twenty Milepost is adjacent to The

Crossing. 

“I grew up walking to school,
but when we lived in Wisconsin

my kids weren’t able to. My
favorite thing about the

Crossing is the proximity to
PVA. My kids walk every day
and enjoy the freedom and

excitement of being on their
own. I don’t worry about their
safety as I know it is only a ¼

mile away. ”
Penny

“When my company relocated me for work a colleague recommended we look
at Nocatee. I am so thankful for that recommendation. Our children love the
proximity to the pool and our dog loves the dog park. It is a short walk and

keeps me active.”
Gary
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The Ranch at Twenty Mile
The Ranch is the last neighborhood in

Twenty Mile as you proceed

East/South on Twenty Mile Rd. The

Ranch is on the South/West side of

the road. There is a range of home

and lot sizes. Much like most of

Twenty Mile the homes are a mix of

coastal and craftsman style. The close

proximity to Nocatee Parkway makes it

a short golf cart ride to Davis Park and

a short car ride to Mickler's Landing.

Our favorite thing about The Ranch is

the location to Nocatee Parkway. If

you are looking to get to the beach

quickly, this is the best location in

Nocatee.

“I love The Ranch because of
the proximity to Nocatee

Parkway. We are beach people
and the easy access to Nocatee
Parkway makes it a little more
accessible. We can get to the

beach in 10 minutes from where
we live! ”

Nick

The Hammock at Twenty Mile
The Hammock sits directly across the street

from the Vista off of Twenty Mile Rd. It is a

small neighborhood in size but packs a lot of

character. The homes are beautiful and there is

no shortage of activity on this street. Neighbors

look out for one another and there is a deep

connection amongst the families who call this

neighborhood home. My favorite part of The

Hammock is the close-knit community.

“The saying goes, the best
security system is a nosy

neighbor. Well, I disagree the
best security system is a

neighbor who cares! We have a
bunch of them in The

Hammock”
Brian



The Junction at Twenty Mile
The Junction sits just south of The Colony and is one of Twenty Mile’s smaller

neighborhoods. Much like the other small neighborhoods in Twenty Mile, its

homes are beautiful and the neighbors are close - but not in proximity! The

lots are large and the people are nice! Our favorite part of The Junction is

the big cul-de-sac and the proximity to The Colony Park.

“My favorite part about the Junction is that I feel like I am
able to step away from Nocatee. Nocatee is great but
sometimes I just feel overloaded with things to do. The

Junction gives me some space to relax with my family and
not feel any FOMO. ”

George

The Outlook at Twenty Mile
The Outlook is a large Twenty Mile

neighborhood with a variety of home styles

and lots, however, most tend to be on the

larger size. The Outlook is North of Twenty

Mile Rd and has a main loop (rectangle)

with streets that cut through. Most lots

have a preserved lake view but there are a

few that backup to another lot. Our

favorite part about The Outlook is riding

my bike on fresh asphalt. It is a large loop

that makes a great cruise through the

neighborhood.

“We moved to the Outlook
to be closer to our

grandkids. We were
pleased to find there were
many people in our same

situation. We love the
multi-generational aspect

of The Outlook and
Nocatee in general. It keeps

us young! ”
Janet



The Settlement at Twenty Mile
The Settlement is a secluded

rectangle of homes just west of The

Colony. It is one road that forms a

rectangle shape and has only one

entryway. There is a wood fence and

potential for a gate. The home size

and lot sizes vary. Our favorite part

about The Settlement is riding our

bikes on the secluded loop.

“I love The Settlement because of the
smaller size and seclusion of the

neighborhood. There is minimal through
traffic and my kids can play without too

much worry of cars or trucks. While
there is still a lot of construction going

on, I know it is temporary. We are so
glad we built here! ”

Tabitha

The Colony at Twenty Mile

The Colony is the northernmost neighborhood in

Nocatee. There is a central playground and field that

is typically active with people exercising or kids

playing. The homes are a wide range of sizes with

some above 4,000 square feet. It is a large

community with hundreds of homesites and large lots.

When River Landing is open, The Colony will provide

access to the intercoastal. Our favorite part of the

Colony is the boardwalk golf cart entryway.

“We love The Colony
because of the central

park. There is a big
field for us to run

around with our kids
and we love taking

walks after dinner in
the neighborhood.

There is always
someone to talk to.

We’re social people and
we love that there are

other social people
everywhere!”

Chris



The Vista at Twenty Mile
The Vista is a gated community with executive-style homes on large

lots. It is one of the most exclusive and priciest neighborhoods in

Nocatee. Homes are under construction and the neighborhood is

still being constructed.
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River Landing at Twenty Mile
Own a home on the intercoastal waterway, in Nocatee! Homesites

were released in Summer 2021 and the park and dock opens Spring

2022 and will be exclusivesly for River Landing resident access. 
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Coastal Oaks
Coastal Oaks is a gated community in Nocatee on the West side of

Crosswater Parkway. It encompasses the central portion of

Nocatee. There are two entrances for residents, but only one for

guests, and the gated entrance provides enhanced security for

those looking for a quieter community. 

Coastal Oaks has unparalleled HOA amenities that are for the

exclusive use of residents. The amenities include a pool, clubhouse,

tennis courts, walking trail, and playground. The homes in Coastal

Oaks range in size from low 2,000’s to 4,000+. The home styles

vary as well but most fall into a coastal design that is both

functional and aesthetically pleasing. 

Our favorite part about Coastal Oaks is the resident HOA

amenities. While the HOA is higher than other Nocatee

neighborhoods, you definitely get what you pay for in Coastal

Oaks.
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“We have owned two
homes in Coastal
Oaks. We love our
amenities and we

love our neighbors.
Our favorite thing to
do is sit outside with
the families on our

block and watch our
kids have fun!”

Bryan



Crosswater Neighborhoods
Crosswater is a fast-growing section of Nocatee. It is the

southernmost section and includes seven different neighborhoods.

It is home to a new school (Pine Island Academy) and has its own

CDD pool and amenities. Crosswater is within golf cart distance to

Town Center and walkable to the numerous parks and Settler’s

Landing Lake. 
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Freedom Landing
Freedom Landing is located right in the

heart of Crosswater. There is only a little

construction to be completed but the

community has come together nicely. The

homes are gorgeous and include modern

floor plans and beautiful exteriors.

Crosswater Lake Drive cuts through the

middle of the community and is great for

riding bikes or running. Our favorite thing

about Freedom Landing is the excitement

of new homes and watching all of the

progress being made.

“We love everything about
Crosswater. We lived in a

different Nocatee
neighborhood prior to living in

Freedom Landing. We love
being down south and away
from the amenities. We were
worried we would miss it but

with the new pool and all of the
new homes, there is always

something to do! Our
neighbors are great and we still

golf cart everywhere!”
Matthew

 

Heritage Trace
Heritage Trace is one of the

southernmost neighborhood in

Nocatee. Like most Crosswater

communities it still has some

construction to be done, but the

homes that are built are

wonderful. The homes range in

size but have a similar aesthetic.

We enjoy riding our bikes to the

southern tip of the neighborhood

and watching as Nocatee grows!

“Nocatee is amazing! We moved from
the northeast and found Heritage

Trace to provide everything we were
looking for. The people are great and
we golf cart to the pools during the

summer. We are excited about the new
school and all of the new communities
that will be coming soon! Our favorite

thing to do is golf cart to the Food
Truck Friday events!”

Jessica
 



Liberty Cove
Liberty Cove is a collection of homes ranging from patio-sized to 3,000 square

feet. There is a large pond in the middle which affords every house to have a

preserve, road, or lake view from the back. The large loop is roughly a half-mile

and is great for runners and cyclists. Our favorite part of Liberty Cove is the

friendly neighbors that always greet us on the way in the community! Also, you

can’t beat the proximity to the pool!

Pioneer Village

Pioneer Village is the northernmost Crosswater

neighborhood. It is just west of the first Crosswater

Circle you encounter when traveling south on

Crosswater Parkway. There are many homes in

Pioneer Village and the community makes a large

rectangle. There is a community playground that our

kids really enjoy. Our favorite part of Pioneer Village

is the proximity to Crosswater Park.

“We love being able to
drive the golf cart to

swim practice. We are a
swimming family and the
proximity to the pool is

awesome! We get to
lounge while the kids
swim, it is perfect!”

Rebecca

“Our favorite thing about Liberty cove is the secluded neighborhood. Our
street is action-packed with activity but very little cars! It is mainly kids playing

and walkers and joggers. Our kids play with their friends and run around the
block all the time. It reminds me of what it was like when I was growing up!”

Meredith
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Anthem Ridge
Anthem Ridge is one of the newest Nocatee neighborhoods. The

neighborhood includes large lot sizes and big homes. The neighborhood

connects to Settler’s Landing, which allows easy access to Settler’s

Landing Lake and the golf cart path to Pine Island Academy.
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Franklin Square
A new neighborhood of townhomes located next to the Crosswater

amenity center. Franklin Park townhomes are built by Toll Brothers

and are adjacent to the pool. The gated entrance has 70+ homes

and a side exit for easy pool and playground access. 

Settler's Landing
Settler’s Landing is one of Nocatee’s newest and largest neighborhoods and

home to the only lake that is approved for outdoor recreation. There will also

be a walking trail to the new school, Pine Island Academy which opened

August 2021.

I move into Settler's

Landing in a few

month and I am

looking forward to

my kids being able

to walk to school

from your house!

Jason



Palmetto Cove
Surrounded by preserve, this new neighborhood will begin in 2022. It

will be the closest site to the Nocatee Paddle Launch and a short

distance to the Crosswater amenities. 
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Crosswinds
Opening in 2024, Crosswinds will be at the southernmost tip of

Nocatee. Homes will be an easy walk to Pine Island Academy, the

kindergarten through 8th grade school servicing Crosswater

neighborhoods. 

Seabrook
The future Seabrook neighborhood will include three sections; Seabrook Village,

Coral Ridge, and Palm Crest. 

Seabrook Village: This future site will include homes on the preserve and on

various ponds. It will also have access to a large park and conservation trail.

Houses will begin construction in 2022. 

Coral Ridge at Seabrook is nestled in the southwest corner of Nocatee. These

homes will start at approximately 3,200 square feet and will have secured access. 

Palm Crest at Seabrook will begin development in late 2022. It will include

homes with preserve views and close to the Crosswater amenities. 



Del Webb Neighborhoods
There are two Del Webb communities in Nocatee. Both are

exclusively 55+ communities and feature resort-style living for

those seniors who are young at heart! Both have exclusive access

to the Canopy Club and amenities only available for residence, as

well as all Nocatee Amenities. 
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Del Webb Ponte Vedra
Del Webb Ponte Vedra is the northernmost Del Webb

community located off Crosswater Parkway, across

from Coastal Oaks. There are a wide variety of

homesites available in Del Webb Ponte Vedra,

including condominiums, patio homes, and 3,000+

square foot homes. The amenities are top-notch and

the Anastasia Club is a beautiful amenity center that

provides social activities for everyone. Our favorite

part of Del Webb Nocatee is the side entrance by the

paddle launch. It provides quick access to the

intracoastal waterway and beautiful sunrises over the

marsh.

“We moved to Florida to
retire but we choose to
live in Del Webb because
we want to live! We have

so much going on, and the
social calendar remains

full! We have met so many
people from all over the
country. This truly is a

great place to live.”
Chris

Del Webb Nocatee

Del Webb Nocatee is the southernmost Del Webb

community. It is currently under construction and

being developed. There will be a brand new amenity

center with top-notch facilities including a resort-

style pool with lap lanes, tennis, pickleball courts,

fitness center, food and beverage locations, and

more!

“I just moved to
Del Webb and it
is better than I
imagined. It is a

wonderful
neighborhood.

What I enjoy the
most is  playing

pool at the
Canopy Club." 

William
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Cypress Trails is located on the Northwest Corner of
Nocatee off of Valley Ridge Blvd. The neighborhood is
conveniently located on Nocatee Parkway and provides
quick access to points east and west. There is a large park
in the middle and the community has a pool for lap and
leisure swimming. Our favorite part about Cypress Trails is
the community pool. It is a great destination to get some
quiet time with the family.

Duval County Neighborhoods
A portion of the northwest corner of Nocatee is in

Duval County and is located in Jacksonville. These

communities include; Cypress Trails, Brookwood, The

Villas, Timberland Ridge, Artisan Lakes, and The

Palms.
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Cypress Trails

“We love Cypress
Trails because we get
the best of all worlds!
We get the Nocatee
lifestyle, a secluded
and quiet pool, and
quick access to the
beach!”
Tom



Timberland Ridge
Timberland Ridge is a beautiful community

located off of Valley Ridge Blvd in northern

Nocatee. The entry has a beautiful lake and a

long entry road. Timberland Ridge is a short golf

cart ride to Cypress Pool and is within a golf cart

of Town Center via the bike path by Artisan Lakes.

Our favorite part about Timberland Ridge is the

view from the main road!

“We built our home in
Timberland Ridge and

couldn’t be happier with
our choice. We love

Nocatee and Enjoy the
ability to get to Cypress

pool or the main amenities
on our golf cart!”

Bill

The Villas at Nocatee

“The Villas were perfect for us

as we wanted a place for our

grandkids to visit that

provided fun things for them,

but also allowed us a nice

community to stay active.”

Bill

The Villas are very cool! We love the long

entry road and viewing the massive

duplexes. Each one is unique and they look

like Castles. The Villas has its own pool and

residents can enjoy the peace and quiet of

resort living without leaving the

neighborhood. Our favorite part of The

Villas is definitely looking at the buildings!



Brookwood
Brookwood is a smaller Nocatee community located on quiet streets. There is a

mix of home sizes and residents vary from young couples, developing families, and

retirees. There is a playground that is a destination for many Nocatee residents

who want some quiet time with their children. Our favorite thing about Brookwood

is riding our bikes through the neighborhood and always being greeted by friendly

neighbors!

The Palms
The Palms is right on the Duval and St. Johns County

line and is located off of Valley Ridge Blvd. The entry

is directly across from Artisan Lakes and provides

quick access to Nocatee Town Center via a one-mile

bike path. The homes range in size and are a mix of

aesthetically pleasing architecture. Our favorite thing

about the Palms is taking our children to the

playground located directly on the county border.

“We recently moved
into The Palms and are

loving it! Our neighbors
are great and we love

driving our golf cart to
Nocatee YMCA!”

Tamara

“We chose to live in Brookwood because we found the perfect house for the
perfect price. We take our kids to the Cypress pool often and enjoy being on

the outer circle of Nocatee.”
Samantha 

Artisan Lakes
Artisan Lakes is a gated active adult (55+)

community. The entry is located next to a beautiful

lake and there are homes right on the water. The

community includes its own pool and is the perfect

location for retirees looking for an active lifestyle.

Our favorite thing about Artisan Lakes is the

proximity to the jogging/golf cart path to Town

Center.

“When our kids left for
college we weren’t sure

what we wanted to do. We
wanted to move to Florida
but didn’t want to live like
old people. Artisan Lakes

provides fun things to keep
us fit and active!”

Sandra



Thank you for reading. We hope this e-book was helpful in

your pursuit of your dream home. Our goal as a real estate

team is to help people on their journey to their ideal

lifestyle, starting with a house they love. We look forward to

hearing about your housing dreams and helping construct

your ideal lifestyle.

We love the Florida life and have found Nocatee to be a

special place and want to share it with you!

Talk to you soon,

John & Andrea Richardson

Thank you!

Conclusion and Next Steps

www.lovethefloridalife.com

john@lovethefloridalife.com
andrea@lovethefloridalife.com

(609) 335-2186
(859) 494-0024


